Development of a three-dimensional data acquisition method for standardization of beta-emitting nuclides
We have developed a three-dimensional data-acquisition system with which pulse heights from an array of detectors can be multi-scaled with dwell times as short as 31 ns. The main part of the system consists of three ADCs of SAR (Successive Approximation Register) type, a 32 MHz oscillation clock and DRAM (Dynamic Random Access Memory) of 192 Mbyte capacity. The clock time is determined by count the clock pulse generated by 28 bits synchronous counter. Both the pulse height and the time information are stored at an array of DRAM, of 40-bits width, 12-bits for pulse height and 28-bits for clock time. The technique is particularly suitable for experiments such as both double and triple coincidence distributions are required. Virtues of the method are demonstrated by measuring the activity of 14C with a 3-PM liquid scintillation counting system. The computer discrimination together with the MCTS (multi-channel time scaling) technique is applied for efficiency variation method in the analysis.